the government with proposals for peaceful solutions to the
crisis. Yet the government refused to negotiate. The Indians
who laid down arms and left the treatment center will be
brought before a Quebec judge who will determine whether
charges will be lodged against any of them. Mohawks who
had been previously arrested came out of jail covered with
cigarettes bums. At the sight of burned chests, Canadian
judges threw the cases out of court.
Mohawk active resistance to land usurpation
comes as a response to
repeated and recent losses:
they have lost more land
since 1950 than in the
previous 100 years. Their land
has been purchased by the
Government and developed
with bridges (including the
Mercier) and hydroelectric power
plants that provide cheap energy
to industry. This has meant
environmental degradation, as
the heavy industry discharges
pollutants into nearby rivers,
making both farming and
fishing unsafe for the Mohawks
living on the Kahnawake and
Akwesasne reserves.
Thus, Indian's
revendications have moved to the
larger and present issue of selfdetermination and the general question of lands rights:
over 570 aboriginal land claims, covering more than 1/2
of the Canada land mass, still await settlement. The
Government now has a policy of negotiating no more
than six claims at a time and made vague promises
toaccelerae the process. Yet particularly clear and rigid is
the Government position on native self-determination.
Prime Minister Brian Mulroney declared: "Native selfgovernment does not now and cannot ever mean sovereign independence."
The Mohawk Nation is asking people to write to
Prime Minister Brian Mulroney in their support:
Prime Minister Brian Mulroney
House of Commons
Ottawa, Ontario
CANADA K1 A OA6
Fax: (613) 995-1686
For more information about the Mohawk
situation, contact:
Mohawk Nation Defense Fund
PO Box 1987
Kahnawake, Qubec
CANADA JOL 1BO
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SAIIC received the following from the
Student Alliance of North American
Indians. We at SAIIC wish to
express our solidarity with their
views.
We, the members of the Student
Alliance of North American Indians
(SANAI), oppose the war in Iraq.
We oppose all acts of aggression
inflicted upon Indigenous peoples,
and upon all peoples of the
world ...
The government which is now
killing the peoples of Iraq, and
risking the lives of millions throughout the world, is the same government which has been killing and
oppressing the Indigenous peoples
of the Americas for 500 years.
The government and people of the United States
took American Indian tribal land by force and trickery,
and have never fulfilled their promises to the tribes.
The government and the people of the United
States have tried to marginalize American Indian
peoples, and ignore our pleas for justice, but when the
Army wants bodies for the frontline, we are expected to
die first. Second-rate citizens, but first-class cannon
fodder.
.
Throughout our history, we've served, both
voluntarily and involuntarily, in every war in which this
country has been involved. Yet, the United States continually fails to serve the needs of American Indians in
education, in housing, in health care, and basic human
rights.
Tribal lands have a long history of being exploited. This exploitation will be intensified because of
the need for natural resources. The government and
multinational corporations threaten the future of our
tribal homelands and the balance of the world ... We owe
no debt of allegiance to the government.
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